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i think this for the radio
i think this one

baby i'ma speed your love
'cause you got me see in stars in this club
and you're super bad and you got these girls mad
'cause i'm about to make be my one
they're about to catch a heartache
they wanna see me rock your body, ohh.

â€¦ too close to me
but the way i'm feeling is so severe
you may even to call a law
'cause you're .. on the floor
make me want you more.

chorus:
if it's, if it's , if it's a crime
to want you like i want you
and need you like i need you baby i'm doing time
if it's, if it's , if it's a crime
it's worth just to be the man who guess to see ya
baby i'm doing time â€¦.
i'm doing time.
if the â€¦tonight i wouldn't care if i have you right by my
side
i won't complain take me away i'm down ..
the price for a moment in a life,
anything for your love just let me face the judgei'm
ready
hope i'm not playing too close in here
but the way i'm feeling is so severe
you may even to call a law 'cause you're .. on the floor
make me want you more.

chorus:
if it's, if it's , if it's a crime
to want you like i want you
and need you like i need you baby i'm doing time
if it's, if it's, if it's a crime
it's worth just to be the man who guess to see ya
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baby i'm doing time â€¦.
i'm doing time.

[2 x chorus:]
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